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内 容 摘 要 
《中华人民共和国企业破产法》（以下简称《企业破产法》）于 2007







































Law of the People’s Republic of China on Enterprise Bankruptcy 
(hereinafter referred to as the Bankruptcy Law) was duly implemented on June 
1, 2007, which remarked the gradually improvement of legal system of the 
Chinese market economy and the international development of the exit 
mechanism set in the market economy. One of the highlights is the introduction 
of bankruptcy trustee system accepted internationally. The bankruptcy trustee 
appointed after the bankruptcy case has been accepted will completely take over 
the bankrupt enterprise and takes charge of the property liquidation, 
preservation, evaluation, disposal and distribution. From which we can learn 
that the bankruptcy trustee has played a pivotal and irreplaceable central role in 
the whole bankruptcy procedures. The Bankruptcy Law regulates that, the 
trustee shall be diligent and dutiful, and shall faithfully perform its duties as 
well, which defines from the aspect of law that the bankruptcy administrator 
shall assume the fiduciary duty. However, the broad and principled regulation is 
hard to operate in practice. This paper starts with the legal status of bankruptcy 
trustee in the bankruptcy procedure, analyzes the concept、contents、legal nature 
and directing object of administrator's fiduciary duty, and finally point out the 
specific performance of trustee's fiduciary duty in the bankruptcy procedure, so 
as to help the legal practice of administrator's fiduciary duty in our country. 
Besides the introduction and conclusion, this paper is divided into 4 chapters as 
follow: 
Part one is about the origin of the bankruptcy trustee’s fiduciary duty. The 
nature of the administrator’s rights and obligation is determined according to 
the legal status thereof. Therefore, it is important to define the trustee’s legal 















disadvantages of present theories on the bankruptcy trustee’s legal status, to 
explain the administrator’s legal status in jurisprudence. 
Part two is about the content and legal nature of bankruptcy trustee’s 
fiduciary duty. The paper elaborates that the trustee’s fiduciary duty has 
statutory with reference to the trust system. 
Part three is about the target object of the bankruptcy trustee’s fiduciary 
duty. The paper reviews that the administrator has the fiduciary duties to 
creditor, debtor and shareholder. 
Part four is bout the detailed presentation of the bankruptcy trustee’s 
fiduciary duty in the enterprise's bankruptcy procedures. It analyzes the 
different roles the trustee plays in different stages of bankruptcy and describes 
of different fiduciary duties thereof. 
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着英国经济的发展，破产法律也在不断的调整。2002 年 11 月 7 日，英国女
王签署了《2002 年企业法》，根据该法的规定，有关公司破产的规定 2003









































1978 年德国开始制定新破产法，改称为《支付不能法》，1994 年 10










日本破产法于平成 16 年（2004 年）6 月 2 日第 159 届国会第 75 号法
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（五）联合国 
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